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Abstract

The SALMA Morphological Features Tag Set (SALMA, Sawalha Atwell Leeds

Morphological Analysis tag set for Arabic) captures long-established traditional

morphological features of grammar and Arabic, in a compact yet transparent notation.

First, we introduce Part-of-Speech tagging and tag set standards for English and other

European languages, and then survey Arabic Part-of-Speech taggers and corpora, and

long-established Arabic traditions in analysis of morphology. A range of existing

Arabic Part-of-Speech tag sets are illustrated and compared; and we review generic

design criteria for corpus tag sets. For a morphologically-rich language like Arabic, the

Part-of-Speech tag set should be defined in terms of morphological features

characterizing word structure. We describe the SALMA Tag Set in detail,

explaining and illustrating each feature and possible values. In our analysis, a tag

consists of 22 characters; each position represents a feature and the letter at that

location represents a value or attribute of the morphological feature; the dash ‘-’

represents a feature not relevant to a given word. The first character shows the main

Parts of Speech, from: noun, verb, particle, punctuation, and Other (residual); these

last two are an extension to the traditional three classes to handle modern texts. ‘Noun’

in Arabic subsumes what are traditionally referred to in English as ‘noun’ and

‘adjective’. The characters 2, 3, and 4 are used to represent subcategories; traditional

Arabic grammar recognizes 34 subclasses of noun (letter 2), 3 subclasses of verb (letter

3), 21 subclasses of particle (letter 4). Others (residuals) and punctuation marks are

represented in letters 5 and 6 respectively. The next letters represent traditional

morphological features: gender (7), number (8), person (9), inflectional morphology

(10) case or mood (11), case and mood marks (12), definiteness (13), voice (14),

emphasized and non-emphasized (15), transitivity (16), rational (17), declension and

conjugation (18). Finally there are four characters representing morphological

information which is useful in Arabic text analysis, although not all linguists would
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count these as traditional features: unaugmented and augmented (19), number of root

letters (20), verb root (21), types of nouns according to their final letters (22). The

SALMA Tag Set is not tied to a specific tagging algorithm or theory, and other tag sets

could be mapped onto this standard, to simplify and promote comparisons between

and reuse of Arabic taggers and tagged corpora.

1. Introduction: part-of-speech tagging and part-of-speech tag sets

Part-of-speech taggers are used to enrich a corpus by adding a part-of-speech category

label to each word, showing the broad grammatical class of the word, and morphological

features such as tense, number, gender, etc. The list of all grammatical category labels is

called the tag set. The design of the tag set is an important prerequisite to this

annotation task. The task requires a tagging scheme, where each tag or label is

practically defined by showing the words and contexts where each tag applies; and a

tagger, a program responsible for assigning a tag to each word in the corpus by

implementing tag set and tagging scheme in a tag-assignment algorithm (Atwell 2008).

Automatic taggers have been used from the early years of Corpus Linguistics.

TAGGIT in 1971 achieved an accuracy of 77% tested on the Brown corpus. In the late

1970s, CLAWS1, a data-driven statistical tagger was built to carry out the annotation

of the Lancaster/ Oslo-Bergen corpus (LOB), and had an accuracy rate of 96–97%.

Later tagger development included systems based on Hidden Markov Models

(HMM); HMM taggers have been made for several languages. The Brill tagger (Brill

1995) is an example of data-driven symbolic tagger. The ENGCG and EngCG-2 are

based on a framework known as Constraint Grammar (CG) (Voutilainen 2003).

Recently, many new systems based on a variety of Markov Model and Machine

Learning (ML) techniques have appeared for many languages. Hybrid solutions have

also been investigated (Voutilainen 2003). ACOPOST,2 A Collection Of POS Taggers,

consists of four taggers of different frameworks: Maximum Entropy Tagger (MET),

Trigram Tagger (T3), Error-driven Transformation-Based Tagger (TBT) and

Example-based tagger (ET). The SNoW-based Part of Speech Tagger3 and LBJ

Part of Speech Tagger4 make use of the Sequential Model. NLTK,5 the Natural

Language Toolkit, includes Python re-implementations of several POS taggers such as;

Regexp Tagger, N-Gram Tagger, Brill Tagger and HMM Tagger; in addition NLTK

includes tutorials and documentation on tagging. RelEx6 provides English-language

part-of-speech tagging, entity tagging, as well as other types of tags (gender, date,

money, etc.). Spejd7 – Shallow Parsing and Disambiguation Engine is a tool for

simultaneous rule-based morphosyntactic disambiguation and partial parsing. VISL

Constraint Grammar8 is an example of rule based disambiguation.

Enriching the source text samples of corpora with part-of-speech information for

each word, as a first level of linguistic enrichment, results in more useful research

resources. English corpora have been developed for a long time and for a variety

of formats, types and genres. Several English corpora have been enriched with

Part-of-Speech tagging, and a variety of different English corpus part-of-speech

tag sets have been developed, including: the Brown corpus (BROWN), the
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Lancaster/ Oslo-Bergen corpus (LOB), the Spoken English Corpus (SEC), the

Polytechnic of Wales corpus (PoW), the University of Pennsylvania corpus (UPenn),

the London-Lund Corpus (LLC), the International Corpus of English (ICE), the

British National Corpus (BNC), the Spoken Corpus Recordings In British English

(SCRIBE), etc (Atwell 2008). The AMALGAM9 multi-tagged corpus amalgamates all

these tagging schemes in a common collection of English texts: in the AMALGAM

corpus, the different part-of-speech tag sets used in these English general-purpose

corpora are applied to illustrate the range of rival English corpus tagging schemes, and

the texts are also parsed according to a range of rival parsing schemes, so each sentence

has more than one parse-tree, called ‘a forest’ (Atwell, Demetriou, Hughes, Schiffrin,

Souter & Wilcock 2000). Part-of-speech tag sets and taggers have also been developed

for other European languages. The EAGLES, European Advisory Group on Language

Engineering Standards project, drew up standards for tag sets, morphological classes

and codes for (western) European languages, including EAGLES Recommendations

for the morphosyntactic annotation of corpora (Leech & Wilson 1999); a synopsis and

comparison of morphosyntactic phenomena encoded in lexicons and corpora: a

common proposal and applications to European languages (Monachini & Calzolari

1996); and an EAGLES study of the relation between tag sets and taggers (Teufel,

Schmid, Heid & Schiller 1996).

The potential uses of a part-of-speech tagged corpus are key factors in deciding the

range and number of part-of-speech tags. Many linguistic analyses use part-of-speech

tagged corpora to analyse text and extract information, where part-of-speech tags play

an essential role in classifying text and direct search to the actions, events, places, etc

described in the text. The most obvious applications are in lexicography and natural

language processing (NLP) computational linguistics. Further applications include

using the tags in data compression (Teahan 1998); and as a possible guide in the search

for extra-terrestrial intelligence (Elliott & Atwell 2000). Other generic applications

that make use of part-of-speech tag information are: searching and concordancing,

grammatical error detection in Word Processing, training Neural Networks for

grammatical analysis of text, or training statistical language processing models (Atwell

2008). Part-of-Speech tagging is a key technology in discovering suspicious events

from text (Zolfagharifard 2009), and processing Arabic is a key task in discovering

these suspicious events.

1.1 Arabic language part-of-speech taggers and corpora

Arabic part-of-speech tagging development started more recently. A range of different

techniques have been used to solve the problem of part-of-speech tagging of Arabic.

The APT tagger uses a combination of both statistical Viterbi algorithm, and rule-

based techniques (Khoja 2001). Brill’s ‘transformation-based’ or ‘rule-based’ part-of-

speech tagger has been applied for Arabic (Freeman 2001). Harmain (2004) developed

a web-based Arabic tagger. Diab, Hacioglu & Jurafsky (2004) used Support Vector

Machines (SVM), a supervised learning algorithm, to achieve an accuracy of 95%.

Habash & Rambow (2005) developed another part-of-speech tagger that uses SVM and
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Viterbi decoding. HMM has been widely used in part-of-speech tagging for Arabic,

with reported accuracy of 97% on LDC’s Arabic Treebank of Modern Standard Arabic

(Al-Shamsi & Guessoum 2006) and 70% when tested on CallHome Egyptian Colloquial

Arabic (ECA) and the LDC Levantine Arabic (LDC) (Duh & Kirchhoff 2005).

Applications of Memory-based learning to morphological analysis and part-of-speech

tagging of written Arabic have been explored (Marsi, Bosch & Soudi 2005). Also,

combinations of rule based and machine learning methods for tagging Arabic words

(Tlili-Guiassa 2006). A multi-agent architecture was developed to address the problem

of part-of-speech tagging of Arabic text with vowel marks (Zibri, Torjmen & Ahmad

2006). A rule-based PoS tagging system, Arabic Morphosyntactic Tagger AMT

(Alqrainy 2008), uses two different techniques: the pattern-based technique, which is

based on using Pattern-Matching Algorithm (PMA), and lexical and contextual

technique. The AMT tagger makes use of the last diacritic mark of Arabic words to

reduce the tagging ambiguity. The accuracy of the AMT tagger reported was 91%.

Nearly all these Arabic part-of-speech taggers were developed by NLP research

groups for their own internal use, and are not freely downloadable by other

researchers. The taggers use different tag sets, and accuracies are reported on different

test corpora.

Arabic corpora10 started to appear in the late 1980s; the following list of Arabic

corpora developed outlines their size, type, purpose of development and the materials

of construction (Al-Sulaiti & Atwell 2006):

$ Buckwalter Arabic Corpus (1986–2003) consists of about 3 million words of

public resources in the web to be used in lexicography.

$ Leuven Corpus (1990–2004) developed at Catholic University Leuven,

Belgium, consists of about 3 million words of written and spoken text from

internet sources, radio and TV and primary school books, to be used in the

development of Arabic-Dutch/Dutch-Arabic learner’s dictionaries.

$ Arabic Newswire Corpus (1994) developed at the University of Pennsylvania

LDC, consists of 80 million words of written text collected from Agence

France Presse (AFP), Xinhua News Agency, and Umma Press, to be used in

education and the development of technology.

$ CALLFRIEND Corpus (1995) developed at the University of Pennsylvania

LDC consists of 60 telephone conversations of Egyptian native speakers, to be

used in the development of language identification technology.

$ Nijmegen Corpus (1996) developed at Nijmegen University consists of over

2 million written words collected from magazines and fiction, to be used in

Arabic-Dutch/Dutch-Arabic dictionaries.

$ CALLHOME Corpus (1997) developed at the University of Pennsylvania

LDC, consists of 120 telephone conversations of Egyptian native speakers, to

be used in telephony and speech recognition.

$ CLARA (1997) developed at Charles University, Prague, consists of 50 million

words collected from periodicals, books, internet sources from 1975-present, to

be used for lexicography.
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$ Egypt (1999) developed at Johns Hopkins University, a parallel corpus of the

Qur’an in English and Arabic to be used in machine translation.

$ Broadcast News Speech (2000) developed at University of Pennsylvania

LDC, consists of more than 110 news broadcasts from the Voice of America

radio station, to be used in speech recognition.

$ DINAR Corpus (2000) developed at Nijmegen University and SOTETEL-

IT, in co-ordination with Lyon2 University, consists of 10 million words, to be

used in lexicography, general research, and NLP.

$ An-Nahar Corpus (2001) developed by ELRA, consists of 140 million words

of written text collected from An-Nahar newspaper (Lebanon), to be used in

general text research.

$ Al-Hayat Corpus (2002) developed by ELRA consists of 18.6 million of

written text collected from Al-Hayat newspaper (Lebanon), to be used for

language engineering and information retrieval applications.

$ Arabic Gigaword (2002) developed at the University of Pennsylvania LDC,

consists of around 400 million words collected from Agence France Presse

(AFP), Al-Hayat news agency, An-Nahar news agency and Xinhua news

agency, to be used in natural language processing, information retrieval and

language modelling.

$ E-A Parallel Corpus (2003) developed at the University of Kuwait, consists

of 3 million words of written text collected from publications from Kuwait

National Council, to be used in teaching, translation and lexicography.

$ General Scientific Arabic Corpus (2004) developed at UMIST, UK,

consists of 1.6 words of written text, to be used in investigating Arabic

compounds.

$ Classical Arabic Corpus (CAC) (2004) developed at UMIST, UK, consists

of 5 million words of written text, to be used in lexical analysis.

$ MultilingualCorpus (2004) developed at UMIST, UK, consists of 11.5 million

words of written text including 2.5 million words in Arabic, collected from IT-

specialized websites to be used in translation studies.

$ SOTETELCorpus developed at SOTETEL-IT, Tunisia, consists of 8 million

words of written text collected from literature, academic and journalistic

materials, to be used in lexicography.

$ Corpus of Contemporary Arabic (CCA) (2004) developed at the University

of Leeds, consists of 1 million words of written and spoken data, collected from

websites and online magazines, to be used in language teaching and language

technology.

$ DARPA Babylon Levantine Arabic Speech and Transcripts (2005)

developed at the University of Pennsylvania LDC, consists of about 2,000

telephone calls collected from Fisher style telephone speech collection, to

be used in machine translation, speech recognition and spoken dialogue

systems.

$ The Penn Arabic Treebank (2001) Part 1 consists of 166,000 words of

written Modern Standard Arabic newswire from the Agence France Presse
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corpus; and Part 2 consists of 144,000 words from Al-Hayat distributed by

Ummah Arabic News Text, to be used in computational linguistics. New

features of annotation in the UMAAH (UMmah Arabic Al-Hayat) corpus

include complete vocalization (including case endings), lemma IDs, and more

specific part-of-speech tags for verbs and particles. The Arabic Treebank

corpora are annotated for morphological information, part-of-speech, English

gloss (all in the “part-of-speech” phase of annotation), and for syntactic

structure (Maamouri & Bies, 2004).

$ The Quranic Arabic Corpus (QAC) (2009) contains the classical Arabic

source text of the Quran, the holy book of Islam. The text consists of nearly

80,000 words, divided into numbered chapters and verses. The text is being

enriched with morphological analysis, Part-of-Speech tagging, dependency

parsing, coreference resolution, and other linguistic markup, via a collaborative

web-based project. The annotated corpus is online, used by Quranic scholars,

linguists, and the general public with an interest in Islam.

Nearly all these corpora have been collected by Arabic corpus linguistics research

groups for their own purposes, and are not freely downloadable. The Corpus of

Contemporary Arabic (CCA) (Al-Sulaiti & Atwell 2004; Al-Sulaiti & Atwell 2005;

Al-Sulaiti & Atwell 2006), and the Quranic Arabic Corpus (QAC) (Dukes, Atwell &

Sharaf 2010), both developed at the University of Leeds, are the only freely available

Arabic corpora on the web which have been widely reused for linguistic research. The

CCA is not annotated with part-of-speech tags, but the QAC is annotated with

morphological segmentation and morpho-syntactic tags. In computational linguistics

research, the most widely used annotated corpus of Arabic is the Penn Arabic

Treebank (Maamouri & Bies 2004) developed at the University of Pennsylvania and

distributed (at cost) by the LDC Linguistic Data Consortium.

1.2 Traditional Arabic part-of-speech classification

Arabic, unlike English and modern European languages, has a long tradition of

scholarly research into its grammatical description, spanning over a millennium. Most

traditional Arabic grammar studies follow the order established by S~bawayh,

about fourteen hundred years ago. It starts with syntax naHw, followed by

morphology taYr~f, and phonology ‘ilm al-’aYwāt. The grammarian’s

main preoccupation was the explanation of the case ending of the words in the

sentence, called ’i‘rāb. The term originally meant the correct use of Arabic

according to the language of the Bedouins but came to mean ‘declension’. Classical

Arabic linguists classify words into three main parts of speech: Noun, name of a

person, place, or object which does not have any tense; Verb, a word which indicates an

action and has tense; and Particle, a word which cannot be understood without being

connected to a noun or a verb or both. However, there are also morphological criteria

for this classification: a verb can be defined as a word derived from a specified

morphological pattern, and has morphological features such as person and mood; while
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a noun can be definite or indefinite and has number and gender features. Derived

nouns, which are derived from verbs, may have the same pattern as verbs. Particles are

considered the most idiosyncratic words in Arabic, as these particles might span several

grammatical categories. For example the particle wa can indicate a conjunction

between two adjectives qa•aytu waqtan sa‘~dan wa mumti‘an f~
al-Haflati ‘I spent an interesting and happy time at the party’, while, in another case,

the same particle wa functions as locative preposition in the sentence

mašaytu wa an-nahra ‘I walked along the river’ (Al-Ghalayyni 2005).

Arabic is a highly inflectional language, and the traditional classification into nouns,

verbs and particles does not say much about word structure. Arabic has many

morphological and grammatical features, including sub-categories, person, number,

gender, case, mood, etc. (Atwell 2008). A fine-grained tag set is appropriate for

morphology research. The additional information may also help to disambiguate the

base grammatical class (Schmid & Laws 2008). We aim to develop a part-of-speech

tagger for annotating general-purpose Arabic corpus resources, in a wide range of text

formats, domains and genres, including both vowelized and non-vowelized text;

enriching the text with linguistic analysis will maximize the potential for corpus re-use

in a wide range of applications. We foresee an advantage in enriching the text with

part-of-speech tags showing very fine-grained grammatical distinctions, which reflect

expert interest in syntax and morphology, rather than specific needs of end-users,

because end-user applications are not known in advance.

Very fine-grain distinctions may cause problems for automatic tagging if some words

can change grammatical tag depending on function and context (Atwell 2008); on the

other hand, fine-grained distinctions may actually help to disambiguate other words in

the local context. Practical experiments using a fine-grain morphological tag set were

reported by (Schmid & Laws 2008). Their experiments were carried out using German

and Czech as examples of highly inflectional languages. Their HMM part-of-speech

tagger makes good use of the fine-grain tag set; it splits the part-of-speech into

attribute vectors and estimates the conditional probabilities of the attribute with

decision trees. This method achieved a higher tagging accuracy than two state-of-the-

art general-purpose part-of-speech taggers (TnT and SVMTool). We believe that this

kind of approach may yield better results for an Arabic part-of-speech tag set including

fine-grained morphological features.

1.3 Existing Arabic part-of-speech tag sets

This section covers the most important Arabic tag sets and tag set design

methodologies. These tag sets are; (1) Khoja’s Arabic tag set, (2) Penn Arabic

Treebank tag set, (3) ARBTAGS, (4) The Quranic Arabic Corpus morphological tag

set, (5) The MorphoChallenge 2009 Qur’an Gold Standard tag set and (6) CATiB

part-of-speech tag set. The section describes each tag set and their characteristics, and

a comparison table illustrates the differences between the different Arabic tag sets. The

tag sets range from a small set of short tags analogous to BNC or LOB tag sets for

English on one hand,. to On the other hand, longer more detailed morphological tag
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sets (e.g. Penn Arabic Treebank (FULL) tag set) which are analogous to the ICE tag

set for English.

1.3.1 Khoja’s Arabic tag set

During early research on developing a part-of-speech tagger for Arabic text, Khoja

(Khoja, Garside & Knowles 2001; Khoja 2003) developed a tag set for Arabic which is

based on traditional Arabic grammar categories rather than on modern European

EAGLES standards. The reasons for not following EAGLES morphosyntactic

guidelines were: Arabic belongs to the Semitic language family while EAGLES

guidelines were designed for European languages; and following EAGLES guidelines

would not capture some Arabic morphosyntactic information such as imperative or

jussive mood, dual number and inheritance. Inheritance is an important aspect of Arabic,

where all subclasses of words inherit properties from the classes from which they are

derived. Khoja’s tag set contains 177 tags; 103 types of noun, 57 verbs, 9 particles,

7 residuals and 1 punctuation. Khoja’s tag set includes the morphological features of

gender, number, person, case, definiteness and mood. Figure 1 shows an example of a

part-of-speech annotated sentence tanf~dan li-tawǧj~hāt
hādim al-Haramayn aš-šar~fayn ‘Implementation of the directives of the Custodian of the

Two Holy Mosques’, taken from the training corpus of the APT tagger (Khoja 2003).

1.3.2 Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) part-of-speech tag set

The most widely used tag set for Arabic is the Penn Arabic Treebank tag set used to

annotate the Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) with part-of-speech tags. Tim

Buckwalter’s morphological analyser was used to compute a set of candidate

solutions or analyses for each word, and then Arabic linguists selected the solution

which best fitted the context. The Penn Arabic Treebank model postulates a FULL

tag set which compromises over 2,000 tag types (Diab 2007). This includes

combinations of 114 basic tags listed in the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)

Arabic part-of-speech/morphological tagging documentation.11 Figure 2 shows these

basic tags.

Figure 1. Example of tagged sentence using Khoja’s tag set.
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The FULL tag set exhibits a wide range of morphological features: case, gender,

number, definiteness, mood, person, voice, tense, aspect, etc. The LDC also

introduced the reduced tag set (RTS) of 25 tags which is designed to maximize the

performance of Arabic syntactic parsing. The RTS follows the tag set designed for the

English Wall Street Journal. The morphological features marked by the RTS tag set

are case, mood, gender, person and definiteness (Diab 2007).

Figures 3–6 show examples of two sentences tagged by the FULL tag set.

The first sentence is a newspaper text taken from the Arabic Treebank:

tamma ’i‘dād al-watā’iqa al-
mutawaffirati bikatratin

Hawla ’awwali riHlati_ayyarānin ‘utmāniyyatin fawqa al-bilādi
al-‘arabiyyati ‘Many available documents relate to the first Ottoman’s flight over

the Arab countries’. The second sentence is taken from the Qur’an (chapter 29):

wa waYYaynā al-’insāna biwālidayhi Husnan ‘We have enjoined

Figure 2. The Penn Arabic Treebank Tag Set; basic tags, which can be combined.
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Figure 3. Buckwalter’s morphological analysis of a sentence from the Arabic Treebank.
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on man kindness to parents’. Figures 3 and 5 show the full outputs of

Buckwalter’s morphological analyser including several possible solutions for some

words. Figures 4 and 6 show the correct disambiguated solution for each word in

context.

Figure 4. Disambiguated sentence from the Arabic Treebank using the FULL tag set.

Figure 5. Buckwalter’s morphological analysis of a sentence from the Quran.
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Diab (2007) compared the FULL and RTS tag sets introduced by the LDC to PoS-

tag the Arabic Treebank. The study is about designing the optimal part-of-speech tag

set for Arabic. By analyzing the Arabic Treebank data, the RTS tag set is extended

from 25 tags to 75 tags. Only morphological features, which are explicitly marked on

the words, are added to the RTS. The new tag set is called the ERTS (extended

reduced tag set). The ERST has only the explicit or marked morphological features of

gender, number and definiteness on nominals while maintaining the existing features

from RTS. Figure 7 illustrates some differences between the three tag sets: FULL,

RTS and ERTS from (Diab 2007).

1.3.3 ARBTAGS tag set

Alqrainy (2008) developed a new part-of-speech tag set called ARBTAGS to be used

in the development of a part-of-speech tagger. The tag set design followed the criteria

proposed by Atwell (2008). Like Khoja, Alqrainy built on traditional Arabic grammar

books to design the tag set. Six morphological features of Arabic words were included:

gender, number, case, mood, person and state. ARBTAGS contains 161 detailed tags

and 28 general tags to cover the main part-of-speech classes and sub-classes. The 161

detailed tags are divided into 101 nouns, 50 verbs, 9 particles and 1 punctuation mark.

Figure 8 shows the 28 general tags of the ARBTAGS tag set.

1.3.4 MorphoChallenge 2009 Qur’an gold standard part-of-speech tag set

MorphoChallenge 200912 Qur’an gold standard is developed using the data of

Morphological Tagging of the Qur’an database (Talmon & Wintner 2003; Dror,

Figure 6. Disambiguated sentence from the Quran using the FULL tag set.

Figure 7. A sample of tagged sentence using the FULL, RTS and ERTS tag sets.
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Shaharabani, Talmon & Wintner 2004). It was developed to be used to evaluate

morphological analyzers in the Morphochallenge 2009 competition, which aims to

develop an unsupervised morphological analyzer to be used for different languages

including Arabic. It contains the full morphological analysis for each word,

according to the Tagged database of the Qur’an but reformatted to match other

Morphochallenge test sets in other languages. The word’s morphological analysis is

shown after each word where the morphological features are separated by space and

“+ ” sign. These features include the part-of-speech of the word, number, gender,

Figure 8. The 28 general tags of the ARBTAGS tag set.

Figure 9. A sample of tagged sentence taken from the MorphoChallenge 2009 Qur’an Gold

Standard, the first part uses Arabic script and the second one uses romanized letters using Tim

Buckwalter’s; transliteration scheme.
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person, case, definiteness, voice and others. Figure 9 shows a sample of the Qur’an

gold standard.

1.3.5 The Quranic Arabic Corpus part-of-speech tag set

The Quranic Arabic Corpus is a newly available resource enriched with multiple layers

of annotation including morphological segmentation and part-of-speech tagging.

The motivation behind this work is to produce a resource that enables further

analysis of the Qur’an; a genre difficult to compare with other forms of

Arabic, since the vocabulary and the spelling differ from modern standard Arabic

(Dukes & Habash 2010).

Buckwalter’s Arabic Morphological Analyzer (BAMA) was used to generate the

initial tagging. The analyzer was adapted to work with the Quranic Arabic text. After

that, the annotated corpus was put online to allow for collaborative annotation (Dukes

& Habash 2010; Dukes, Atwell & Habash 2011).

A mapping was required to convert from the BAMA tag set to the Quranic Arabic

Corpus tag set. Manual disambiguation was required for a few cases, where one-to-one

mapping was not applicable such as particles. In order to adapt BAMA to process the

Quranic Arabic Corpus text three modifications were made. First, spelling in the

Qur’an differs from MSA. The differences involve orthographic variations of hamzah,

’alif and the long vowel ā. Second, the multiple diacritized analyses produced

by BAMA for the processed words were ranked in terms of their edit-distance from

the Qur’anic diacritization, with closer match ranked higher. Finally, filtering was

done by choosing the highest rank analysis’s part of speech as a solution (Dukes &

Habash 2010).

The Quranic Arabic Corpus tag set adapts historical traditional Arabic grammar,

which leads to morphological annotation that uses terminology familiar to many

readers of the Qur’an. This terminology enables people with Qur’anic syntax

experience to participate in the online annotation to be verified against existing

authenticated books on Quranic Grammar (Dukes & Habash 2010). Figure 10

shows a sample of the morphological and part-of-speech tags of the Quranic Arabic

Corpus.

1.3.6 Columbia Arabic Treebank CATiB part-of-speech tag set

Another tag set was designed for the part-of-speech and syntactic annotation in

the Columbia Arabic Treebank (CATiB). A part-of-speech tag set consisting of only

six tags is used for the part-of-speech annotation of CATiB. The main reason for

using such a small tag set is a tradeoff between linguistic richness and Treebank

size. The researchers’ assumption for morpho-syntactically rich languages such

as Arabic, is that the cost of fine-grain annotation is a slower annotation process,

a smaller Treebank and less data to train tools. CATiB is inspired by two ideas.

First, it avoids annotation of redundant linguistic information. Second, it uses

linguistic representation and terminology from traditional Arabic syntactic studies
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(Habash, Faraj & Roth 2009). The tag set is much smaller than the FULL tag set used

by the Penn Arabic Treebank:

[. . .] CATiB uses the same tokenization scheme used by PATB and PADT.

However, unlike these resources, the CATiB POS tag set is much smaller.

Whereas PATB uses 2,200 tags specifying every aspect of Arabic word

morphology such as definiteness, gender, number, person, mood, voice and

case; CATiB uses six POS tags: NOM (nominals such as nouns, pronouns,

adjectives and adverbs), PROP (proper noun), VRB (verb), VRB-PASS

(passive verb), PRT (particles such as prepositions or conjunctions) and PNX

(punctuation). (Habash & Roth 2009: 2)

Figure 11 shows an example of the sentence,

hamsūn ’alf sā’iH zārū lubnān wa sūriyyā f~ ’aylūl al-mā•~ ‘50 thousand tourists visited

Lebanon and Syria last September’, tagged using part-of-speech tags used in the

CATiB (Habash & Roth 2009).

Figure 10. A sample of a tagged sentence taken from the Quranic Arabic Corpus.
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1.3.7 Comparison of Arabic part-of-speech tag sets

Table 1 shows a comparison of the seven Arabic tag sets studied in this section. The

comparison summarizes the characteristics of each tag set and helps to show the

differences between them clearly. The drawbacks of the existing tag sets for Arabic

were found to be:

$ Existing Arabic tag sets vary in size from 6 tags to 2,000 or more tags.

$ Some of these tag sets follow standards for tag set design for English

such as the PATB tag sets, and these may not always be appropriate for

Arabic.

$ The tag sets share common morphological features such as gender, number,

person, case, mood and definiteness, but the attributes of the morphological

feature categories are not standardized.

$ These tag sets lack standardization in defining a suitable scheme for tokenizing

Arabic words into their morphemes and they mix morpheme tagging with

whole word tagging.

$ They also lack suitable documentation that illustrates the decision made for

each design dimension of the tag set.

$ The tags assigned to words in a corpus are not consistent in either pres-

entation of the tag itself or the morphological features which are encoded

within the tag.

Moreover, the most widely used and important morphosyntactic annotation standards

and guidelines, namely EAGLES (see section 2), are designed for Indo-European

languages. These guidelines are not entirely suitable for Arabic. These drawbacks of

existing tag sets are the motivation behind the SALMA (Sawalha Atwell Leeds

Morphological Analysis) Tag Set for Arabic.

Figure 11. Example of part-of-speech tagged sentence using CATiB tag set.
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Table 1. Comparison of Arabic part-of-speech tag sets.

Khoja’s tag set

Purpose of design Compiling a tag set as a standard tag set.

Main

characteristics

Based on traditional Arabic grammar rather than being based on an

Indo-European one. Only the main classes and subclasses have been

chosen.

Tag set size 177 tags (103 types of noun, 57 verbs, 9 particles, 7 residuals, 1

punctuation mark)

Morphological

features

Gender, Number, Case, Definiteness, Person, Mood

Applications Used in the design of the APT tagger, and in the annotation of the

training data of the APT tagger.

Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) Part-of-Speech Tag Set (FULL)

Purpose of design Annotating the Arabic Treebank with part-of-speech tags.

Main

characteristics

Aims to cover detailed grammar features.

Tag set size The FULL tag set comprises over 2,000 tag types. This includes

combinations of 114 basic tags.

Morphological

features

Case, Gender, Number, Definiteness, Mood, Person, Voice, Tense,

Aspect

Applications Used in Tim Buckwalter’s morphological analyser to annotate the Penn

Arabic Treebank with part-of-speech tags.

Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) Reduced Part-of-Speech Tag Set (RTS)

Purpose of design Maximizing the performance of Arabic syntactic parsing.

Main

characteristics

Follows the tag set designed for the English Wall Street Journal.

Tag set size 25 tags

Morphological

features

Case, Mood, Gender, Person, Definiteness

Applications Used in the syntactic annotation of the Penn Arabic Treebank

Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) Extended Reduced Part-of-Speech Tag Set (ERTS)

Purpose of design To be used for higher order processing of the language

Main

characteristics

Is an extension of the RTS tag set, which has only the explicit or marked

morphological features of gender, number and definiteness on nominals.

Tag set size 75 tags

Morphological

features

Gender, Number, Definiteness on nominals

Applications To be used for parsing.

ARABTAGS

Purpose of design Standardizing and building a comprehensive Arabic tag set.

Main

characteristics

The tag set hierarchy follows the tradition of Arabic grammar.
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Tag set size 161 detailed tags (101 nouns, 50 verbs, 9 particles, 1 punctuation mark

including 28 different POS general tags to cover the main part-of-speech

classes and sub-classes.

Morphological

features

Gender, Number, Case, Mood, Person, State

Applications Used in the Arabic Morphosyntactic Tagger AMT

MorphoChallenge 2009 Qur’an gold standard tag set

Purpose of design To annotate the Qur’an gold standard to be used to evaluate

morphological analyzers in the MorphoChallenge 2009 competition.

Main

characteristics

It was developed using the data for Morphological Tagging of the Qur’an

database.

Tag set size The tag set involves combinations of the POS main and sub-classes and

the morphological features of the analysed words.

Morphological

features

Gender, Number, Person, Case, Mood, Aspect, Voice, Definiteness,

Diptotic

Applications Used to construct the Qur’an gold standard for evaluating morphological

analyzers in the MorphoChallenge 2009 competition.

Quranic Arabic Corpus POS tag set

Purpose of design To annotate the Qur’an by morphological and part-of-speech tagging

information.

Main

characteristics

Used Tim Buckwalter’s morphological analyzer as initial tagging, then a

mapping from Buckwalter’s tag set to the Quranic Arabic Corpus tag set.

It adapts traditional Arabic grammar.

Tag set size The tag set involves combinations of the POS main and sub classes and

the morphological features of the analysed words.

Morphological

features

Person, Gender, Number, Aspect, Mood, Voice, Verb form, Derivation,

State

Applications Used in the morphological and part-of-speech annotation of the Quranic

Arabic Corpus.

Columbia Arabic Treebank POS tag set

Purpose of design To be used for the part-of-speech annotation of Columbia Arabic

Treebank CATiB.

Main

characteristics

CATiB avoids the annotation of redundant linguistic information that is

determinable automatically from syntax and morphological analysis, e.g.,

nominal case. CATiB uses linguistic representation and terminology

inspired by the long tradition of Arabic syntactic studies.

Tag set size 6 part-of-speech tags (VRB – all verbs, VRB-PASS – passive-voice

verbs, NOM – all nominals, PROP – proper nouns, PRT – particles,

PNX – all punctuation marks)

Morphological

features

No morphological features are encoded in the part-of-speech tag set of

Columbia Arabic Treebank CATiB.

Applications Used in the part-of-speech annotation of Columbia Arabic Treebank

CATiB.
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2. Morphological features in tag set design criteria

EAGLES13 proposed recommendations (guidelines) for morphosyntactic categories for

European languages. The aim of the EAGLES guidelines is to propose standards in

developing tag sets for morphosyntactic tagging, in the interest of comparability,

interchangeability and reusability of annotated corpora. In addition to preferred

standards, EAGLES guidelines also cater for extensibility, allowing specifications to

extend to language-specific phenomena. The guidelines proposed standardisation in

three important areas:

1- Representation/Encoding: transparency, processability, brevity and

unambiguity.

2- Identifying categories/subcategories/structure: agreement on common

categories and allowance for variation (obligatory, recommended and

optional specification).

3- Annotation schemes and their application to text: detailed annotation schemes

should be made available to end-users and to annotators.

EAGLES recognizes four degrees of constraint in the description of word

categories for morphosyntactic tags. First, obligatory: attributes have to be included

in any morphosyntactic tag set (main categories of part-of-speech Noun, Verb,

Adjective, Pronoun/Determiner, Article, Adverb, Adposition, Conjunction,

Interjection, Unique/Unassigned, Residual, Punctuation). Second, recommended:

attributes and values of widely-recognized grammatical categories which occur in

conventional grammatical description (e.g. Gender, Number, Person, etc.). Third,

generic special extensions: attributes and values which are not usually encoded, but

might be included for particular purposes, for example semantic classes such as

temporal nouns, manner adverbs, place names, etc. Finally, language-specific special
extensions: additional attributes or values which may be important for a particular

language.

Khoja et al. (2001) compared their Arabic tag set against the EAGLES guidelines.

The comparison showed: first, EAGLES tag set guidelines are based on Latin as a

common ancestor, while Arabic has some novel features not found in Latin, for example

certain categories and subcategories that inherit properties from the parent categories.

Second, a classical Arabic tag set has three main categories (nouns, verbs and particles),

while EAGLES has eleven major part-of-speech categories. Third, apart from nouns

and verbs, other major categories in EAGLES such as pronouns, numerals and

adjectives are described as subcategories of major categories in a Classical Arabic tag set.

Fourth, Arabic, not only has singular and plural numbers, but it also has dual number.

Moreover, Arabic verbs are classified as being perfect, imperfect and imperative, which

differs from EAGLES classification of past, present and future tenses. Finally, the

mood morphological feature is not covered by the EAGLES guidelines.

Atwell (2008) proposed criteria for tag set development, and stated that there are

dimensions (choices) to be made by developers of a new part-of-speech tag set.
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Developers must decide on the set of grammatical tags or categories, and their

definitions and boundaries. These criteria were applied to Arabic when the

ARABTAGS tag set (Alqrainy 2008) was designed. We followed the same criteria

as Atwell (2008) in designing the general-purpose morphological features tag

set. Sections 2.1–2.12 explain the criteria and how they are applied in the

SALMA – Tag set.

2.1 Mnemonic tag names

Generally, tag names for English PoS tag sets are chosen to help linguists to

remember the grammatical categories such as CC for Coordinating Conjunction and

VB for VerB. The SALMA Tag Set for Arabic has to encode much richer

morphology: the tag is represented by a string of 22 characters. Each character

represents a value or attribute which belongs to a morphological feature category. The

position of the character in the tag string is important as it identifies the morphological

feature category. The value of the feature is represented by one lower case character,

which is intended to remain readable, such as: v in the first position to indicate verb,

n in the second position to indicate name, gender category values in the seventh

position where masculine is represented by m, feminine is represented by f and common
gender is represented by x. If the value of a certain feature is not applicable for the

tagged word then dash ‘-’ is used to indicate this. A question mark ‘?’ indicates

‘unknown’: a certain feature normally belongs to the word but at the moment is not

available or the automatic tagger could not guess it.

The interpretation of the tag is handled by referring to the attribute value and its

position in the tag string. The position of the attribute in the tag string identifies the

morphological feature category, while the attribute value is identified by searching the

morphological feature category for the specified symbol. Then, all these single

interpretations of attributes are grouped together to represent the full tag of the word.

The tag is intended to remain readable by linguists. Moreover, the tag is

straightforwardly readable by software, for example by a search tool matching

specified feature-value(s).

2.2 Underlying linguistic theory

Linguists who develop new tag sets will inevitably be swayed by the linguistic theories

they espouse. In the case of English, there is disagreement between grammar theories

on the range of grammatical categories and features to be tagged, and more

complicated structural issues. It is difficult to have theory-neutral annotation, because

every tagging scheme makes some theoretical assumptions (Atwell 2008).

Khoja’s mophosyntactic tag set was derived from classical Arabic grammar (Khoja

et al. 2001; Khoja 2003). ARBTAGS also tried to follow the Arabic grammatical

system, which is based upon main three part-of-speech classes: verbs, nouns and

particles, and enriched with inflectional features (Alqrainy 2008). The Arabic Penn

Treebank tag set follows the same criteria used to develop the English Treebank
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(Maamouri & Bies 2004). ERTS (extended reduced tag set) extends the LDC reduced

tag set (RTS) by adding morphological features namely (case, mood, definiteness,

gender, number and person). This extends the 25 RTS tag set to 75 tag set of ERTS

(Diab 2007).

The proposed SALMA Tag Set adds more fine-grained details to the existing tag

sets. The tag set follows traditional Arabic grammar theory (Dahdah 1987; Dahdah

1993; Wright 1996; Al-Ghalayyni 2005; Ryding 2005) in specifying 22 morphological

features categories and their attributes or values. Section 4 justifies the SALMA Tags

in terms of this underlying theory.

2.3 Classification by form or function

For English an ambiguous word like ‘open’ is tagged according to its function, and only

its inflected forms are tagged by their form. Arabic words are highly inflected and

hence word classification tends to be dependent on form. Classification by form is

dependent on the word, while classification by function is dependent on the function of

the word in context. For Arabic, the word class is heavily constrained by form, but if

there is only one analysis, then it is determined by function. If there are two analyses,

one needs to take context into account which means it is partially determined by

function. In this case the function has to be taken into account for classification.

Arabic word-class is dependent on form. Traditional Arabic grammar groups words

according to their inflexional behaviour. A challenging characteristic of Arabic is the

treatment of short vowels, which are normally omitted in written Arabic. These short

vowels can help in specifying some morphological feature information of grammatical

categories. The Qur’an is fully vowelized to ensure it is pronounced correctly. This

makes the Qur’an a potential ‘Gold Standard’ corpus for Arabic tagging and NLP

research (Atwell 2008).

Another challenge of Arabic words can appear when classifying words according to

certain morphological features such as gender. Classifying nouns into masculine or

feminine can be viewed from two perspectives. First, according to the word’s structure

or morphologically; masculine singular nouns are not normally marked by any suffix,

while feminine nouns have a suffix – normally –ah – added at the end of the noun.

Second, semantically; nouns are arbitrary classified into masculine or feminine, except

when a noun refers to a human being or other creature having natural gender (sex),

when it is normally conforms to natural gender (Ryding 2005). On rare occasions a noun

has the ‘morphological’ feminine suffix –ah, but indicates a male and is therefore

masculine in gender, for example Hamzah ‘Hamza (male proper name)’. Conversely,

a few nouns which are feminine in gender do not have the ‘morphological’ feminine

suffix –ah, an example being maryam ‘Mary (female proper name).

2.4 Idiosyncratic words

Arabic has some words with special, idiosyncratic behaviour, such as particles which

cannot be analysed morphologically according to a root and a pattern. Khoja, Garside
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et al (2001) includes examples of this type in an ‘Exception’ category, which covers

group of particles that are equivalent to the English word ‘except’ and the prefixes

non-, un- , and im-.

2.5 Categorization problems

A detailed categorisation scheme requires each tag to be defined clearly and

unambiguously, by giving examples in a ‘case-law’ document. This definition should

include how to decide difficult, borderline cases, so that all examples in the corpus can

be tagged consistently. Many words can belong to more than one grammatical

category, depending on context of use. Tagging schemes should specify how to choose

one tag as appropriate, if a word can have different part-of-speech tags in different

contexts (Atwell 2008).

Vowelized Arabic text has less ambiguity than non-vowelized Arabic text. Short

vowels and some affixes add linguistic information, which reduces the ambiguity. In

the SALMA Tag Set, each feature category is described, clearly documented and

examples are provided. Moreover, tagging guidelines define the appropriate attribute

for the morphological feature category.

2.6 Tokenisation: what counts as a word?

Arabic text tokenisation is not an easy task. Simple tokenisation of text can be

carried out by dividing text into words by spaces, or punctuation. This tokenisation

process is primitive and the first step in tokenising Arabic text. The majority of Arabic

words are complex words; one or more clitics can be attached to the beginning and

the end of the word [clitic(s) + word + clitic(s)]. These clitics are particles, pronouns

or the definite article. A tag is provided for each clitic attached to a word along with the

tag of the word. For instance, the word wabiHasanātihim ‘and with their good

deeds’, consists of four parts, the conjunction wa ‘and’, the preposition bi ‘with’,

the word Hasanāti ‘good deeds’ and the pronoun him ‘ their’. The tag of this

word will be the tags of the four elements and the whole word tag which is a

combination of the morpheme tags. The clitics will help the tagging scheme in

identifying some of the morphological attributes; the preposition bi governs the

genitive case of the noun.

2.7 Multi-word lexical items

Multi-words lexical items are rare in Arabic (Alqrainy 2008). Such items might consist

of two words; noun followed by adjective describing the preceding noun, some

compound proper names such as ’abdu allāh ‘Abdullah’, or compound particles

such as f~mā which consists of the preposition f~ and the non-human relative

noun mā. In the case of proper names a single tag might be more appropriate, while,

for the other cases, a separate tag for each part of the lexical item will give more

morphological detail about the multi-word lexical items.
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The Penn Arabic Treebank guidelines ignore multi-word lexical items and tag each

word of a compound word separately:

[. . .] Divided/compound proper names in Arabic (Abdul Ahmed, e.g.): Label

all parts of the name with the ‘Is a name’ button.

Idioms: (for example, in what in them = ‘included’): Label each word

independently for its own part of speech (ignore the idiomatic meaning).14

2.8 Target users and/or applications

Fitness for purpose and customer satisfaction are the most important practical

criteria for a new tag set. One common use of part-of-speech tagged corpora is

language teaching and research. A detailed tag set is required in teaching and

learning to reflect fine distinctions of grammar, even though Machine Learning

systems could cope better with a smaller tag set. General-purpose tag set developers

should be more aware of potential re-use: detailed and more sophisticated

part-of-speech tag schemes allow wider re-use of the corpus in future research

(Atwell 2008).

The SALMA Tag Set is a general-purpose tag set. It encodes detailed information

of morphological features embedded in any word. This morphological features

information enables the tag set to be widely re-used.

2.9 Availability and/or adaptability of tagger software

If a part-of-speech tag set is implemented in automatic tagger software, this has a clear

advantage over a purely theoretical tag set (Atwell 2008). HMM taggers can be re-used

for any language including Arabic. Experiments on highly inflectional languages such

as German and Czech using an HMM tagger with a fine-grain tag set achieved higher

tagging accuracy than two state-of-the-art general purpose part-of-speech taggers, The

TnT tagger and SVMTool (Schmid & Laws 2008). Another experiment that uses a

fine-grain tag set was done for Latin. Latin words require morphological analysis of

nine features: part-of-speech, person, number, tense, mood, voice, gender, case and

degree. The experiment used the TreeTagger analyzer, which achieved an accuracy of

83% in correctly disambiguating the full morphological analysis (Bamman & Crane

2008).

2.10 Adherence to standards

The EAGLES guidelines are designed for European languages. However, the Arabic

language is different from Indo-European languages and has its own structure and

morphological features. Instead, the standard adhered to in the SALMA Tag Set is

that of traditional Arabic grammar books e.g. (Dahdah 1987; Dahdah 1993; Wright

1996; Al-Ghalayyni 2005; Ryding 2005).
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2.11 Genre, register or type of language

The SALMA Tag Set is intended to be general-purpose and to be used in part-of-

speech tagging of different text types, formats and genres, of both vowelized and non-

vowelized text. We plan to evaluate the tagging schemes and the tag set on variety of

text types, formats and genres. Corpora can include text in classical Arabic such as the

Qur’an, Classical Arabic dictionaries and poems from ancient Arabic literature, as well

as Modern Standard Arabic text from newspapers, magazines, web pages, blogs,

children’s books, school text books, etc.

2.12 Degree of delicacy of the tag set

The total number of tags is an indicator of the level of fine-grainedness of analysis.

Existing Arabic corpus tag sets have a degree of delicacy ranging from 25 for the

RTS tag set of the Penn Arabic Treebank, to 75 tags for ERTS, 161 tags for

ARABTAGS, and 177 tags for Khoja’s tag set. The SALMA Tag Set is a fine-grain

tag set. It is unfeasible to enumerate all possible tags that can be generated from valid

combinations of the 22 morphological feature categories; however, we can count the

attributes of each feature category, and use these to estimate an upper bound or

limit on the degree of delicacy of the SALMA Tag Set. Section 4 discusses four

selected examples of the 22 morphological features of the SALMA Tag Set and their

attributes.

An upper limit of possible feature combinations is 4.07E+ 16, the total number of

possible combinations of features in the SALMA Tag Set of Arabic, calculated by

multiplying together the number of attributes of each of the 22 morphological features.

But, of course, this includes many invalid tags that will never be used. A more realistic

upper bound is given by counting the possible feature combinations for each major part

of speech, and summing these. Table 2 shows the absolute upper limit of possible

feature combinations for each major part of speech (Noun, Verb, Particle, Other

(Residual), and Punctuation); this gives an upper limit of 101,945,168 possible

morphological feature combinations: about one hundred million possible SALMA

tags.

3. The Complex morphology of Arabic

Most Arabic words are derived from their roots following certain templates

called patterns. The derivation process adds prefixes, suffixes and infixes to the root

letters to generate a new word, which has a new function or meaning but preserves the

main concept or meaning carried by the root. Moreover, using the derived word in a

certain context will require clitics to be added to the beginning and the end of the

word. Proclitics include prepositions, conjunctions and definite articles, and enclitics

include pronouns. In addition, one or more affixes or clitics can be added to the derived

word. In conclusion, most Arabic words are complex words consisting of multiple

morphemes.
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To specify a word’s morphemes, tokenization is needed to analyse the word

morphemes as clitics, affixes or stem. For example the tokenizer will specify the

morphemes of the word wasayaktubūnahā ‘and they will write it’ as follows:

preclitic wa ‘and’ (conjunction), prefixes sa ‘will’ and ya (imperfect prefix), the

Table 2. The upper limit of possible combinations of SALMA features.

Feature

N
um

ber of
attributes

Part of speech

Noun Verb Particle Other Punctuation

T
em

plate

C
om

binations 

T
em

plate

C
om

binations 

T
em

plate

C
om

binations 

T
em

plate

C
om

binations 

T
em

plate

C
om

binations 

1 Main Part-of-
Speech

5 n 1 v 1 p 1 r 1 u 1

2 Part-of-Speech: 
Noun

34 ? 34 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1

3 Part-of-Speech: 
Verb

3 - 1 ? 3 - 1 - 1 - 1

4 Part-of-Speech: 
Particle

22 - 1 - 1 ? 22 - 1 - 1

5 Part-of-Speech: 
Other (Residual)

15 - 1 - 1 - 1 ? 15 - 1

6 Punctuation 
marks

12 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 ? 12

7 Gender 3 ? 3 - 1 - 1 ? 3 - 1

8 Number 9 ? 9 - 1 - 1 ? 3 - 1

9 Person 3 - 1 ? 3 - 1 ? 3 - 1

10 Inflectional 
morphology

4 ? 3 ? 2 ? 1 ? 1 - 1

11 Case or Mood 4 ? 3 ? 3 - 1 - 1 - 1

12 Case and Mood 
marks

10 ? 7 ? 6 ? 4 ? 4 - 1

13 Definiteness 2 ? 2 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1

14 Voice 2 - 1 ? 2 - 1 - 1 - 1

15 Emphasized and 
non-emphasized

2 - 1 ? 2 - 1 - 1 - 1

16 Transitivity 4 - 1 ? 4 - 1 - 1 - 1

17 Rational 2 ? 2 ? 2 ? 2 - 1 - 1

18 Declension and 
Conjugation

9 ? 4 ? 6 ? 1 - 1 - 1

19 Unaugmented 
and Augmented 5 ? 5 ? 5 - 1 - 1 - 1

20 Number of root 
letters

3 ? 3 ? 2 - 1 - 1 - 1

21 Verb root 30 - 1 ? 30 - 1 - 1 - 1

22  Noun finals 6 ? 6 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1

Total 4.1E+16 83,280,960 18,662,400 176 1620 12

Upper limit of possible morphological feature combinations 101,945,168
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stem (i.e. lemma) kataba ‘write’ , the suffix ūn ‘they’ and the enclitic hā ‘it’

(object suffixed pronoun). The word consists of 6 morphemes. Each morpheme carries

morphological features and belongs to a specific part of speech category. Our SALMA

Tag Set assigns a tag to each morpheme of the word. Then the morphemes’ tags are

combined into one word tag. The word tag inherits its morphological feature attributes

using an algorithm that establishes agreements on morphological feature attributes.

The description of the algorithm is beyond the scope of this paper. This paper is about

the output of the tagger rather than describing the algorithm of tagging and combining

morpheme tags into word tags. The following example in figure 12 shows the

tokenization of the word into morphemes, the assignment of the part of speech tag for

each morpheme and the result of combining the morpheme tags into one whole

word tag. Tokenization is a well-known problem even for English corpus tagging.

Figure 12. Example of tokenization, the SALMA tag assignment for separate morphemes and

the combination of the morpheme tags into the word tag.
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The tagged LOB corpus defines the word or graphic word as a sequence of

characters surrounded by spaces (or punctuation marks). Each word is assigned a

tag. Differences in tagging occur due to: 1. variation in segmentation of compound

terms, as in: fancy free given the tags NN (noun, singular, common) JJ (adjective),

and fancy-free given the tag JJ (adjective); 2. hyphenated sequences, as in: an above-
the-rooftops position given the tag JJB (adjective, attributive-only); 3. syntactic

boundaries, as in: Henry NP (noun, singular, proper) 8’s CD$ (numeral, cardinal,

genitive) hall. In some cases, the LOB Corpus tagging guidelines have changed

from ‘one-word-one-tag-approach’ to idiom tagging to handle the cases of

recurrent multiword sequences functioning as units (Johansson, Atwell, Garside &

Leech 1986).

On the other hand, contractions forming regular patterns such as, I’ll, she’s, John’s,
let’s, d’you, etc. are split up in the tagged LOB corpus as the following: I’ ll, she’ s, John’
s, let’ s, d’ you. Each part is treated as a separate word and assigned a single tag. Except

where ’s is possessive suffix, then the word gets a single tag entry $ e.g. John’s gets the

tag NP$ (Johansson et al. 1986).

4. The standard tag set expounding morphological features

The SALMA tag set is a general-purpose fine-grained tag set. It is intended that this

tag-set will be used by part-of-speech tagging software to annotate corpora with

detailed morphological information for each word, and to enable direct comparisons

between tagging algorithms and taggers using the same tag set. The tag set has been

designed by grouping 22 morphological feature categories in one tag. Most of these

morphological categories are described in any traditional Arabic language grammar

book. In our study, all the morphological features are attested in five well-known

traditional Arabic grammar books (Dahdah 1987; Dahdah 1993; Wright 1996;

Al-Ghalayyni 2005; Ryding 2005). Table 3 shows the 22 morphological feature

categories.

The tag string consists of 22 characters. Each character represents a value or

attribute which belongs to a morphological feature category. The position of the

character in the tag string is important to identify the morphological feature category.

Each morphological feature category attribute is represented by one lower case letter,

which is still human-readable, such as v in the first position to indicate verb, n in the

second position to indicate name, gender category values in the seventh position:

masculine represented by m, feminine represented by f and common gender represented

by x. If the value of a certain feature is not applicable for the word, then a dash ‘-’

is used to indicate this; e.g. the mood morphological feature is not a noun feature.

In contrast, a question mark ‘?’ means a certain feature belongs to a word but, at

the moment, the feature value is not available or the automatic tagger could not

guess it.

The tag is intended to remain readable by linguists. Moreover, it can be rendered

more readable if the interpretation of the tag string features is generated automatically:

software can convert each position+ letter to a human-readable English and/or Arabic
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grammar term. Figures 13 and 14 show samples from the Penn Arabic Treebank and

the Qur’an (the same sentences from section 1.4), tagged using the SALMA Tag Set.

The categories and features are drawn from traditional Arabic grammar books

(Dahdah 1987; Dahdah 1993; Wright 1996; Al-Ghalayyni 2005; Ryding 2005). In most

cases there is agreement among them, but in some cases there are discrepancies. When

there is agreement, the approach taken is simply a matter of presenting the agreed

features. When there is a discrepancy in most cases the difference is that one text has

more fine-grained subcategories which are merged in other texts; so the more fine-

grained wider sub-classification is adopted. The only significant disagreement is in the

Table 3. Arabic Morphological Feature Categories.
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number of nouns; see section 4.2, and in that case we adopted the widest most fine-

grained sub-classification system.

Arabic grammar terms used to describe the attributes of the morphological feature

categories in the SALMA – Tag Set are the same terms used by traditional Arabic

grammar. The equivalent English translations of these grammar terms were extracted

from 4 well-known traditional Arabic grammar reference books written in English.

These books are: (Wright 1996), (Ryding 2005), (Dahdah 1993) and (Cachia 1973).

These reference books agree on translating general Arabic grammar terms such as,

noun, verb, adjective, person, number, case and mood. However, these reference books

do not agree on translating some fine-grained attribute names such as al-fi‘l
as-sālim, which is translated into ‘the strong verb’ by Wright (1996), ‘regular (sound)

root’ by Ryding (2005), ‘intact verb’ by Dahdah (1993), and ‘sound verb; strong verb;

verbum firmum’ by Cachia (1973). The agreed English translations of the grammar

terms were directly used. For the non-agreed English translation, Professor James

Dickins (head of Arabic and Middle Eastern Studies, University of Leeds, UK) was

consulted to give advice on those English translations of Arabic grammar terms that

would be clearest to English speaking linguists.

Appendix A lists the morphological features categories and their attribute values at

each position of the 22 positions of the tag string.

The following sections 4.1 to 4.4 describe four morphological categories selected to

show examples of the detailed descriptions of the morphological categories and their

attributes. The first selected category is the main part-of-speech. The second category

is the part-of-speech subcategories of Noun; representing a detailed example of the

subcategories of the main part-of-speech. Gender is selected to show an example of the

morphological features of Arabic words. Finally, the morphological feature of

Augmented and Unaugmented is selected to as an example of the word’s internal

structure features. The complete description of the 22 morphological features can be

found in the annotation manual15 of the morphological features tag set of Arabic. The

complete description also appears in Sawalha (2011).

Figure 13. Sample of tagged vowelized Qur’an text using the SALMA Tag Set.
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4.1 Main part of speech categories

Generally, there is agreement among existing Arabic tag sets on the classification

of main part-of-speech categories in traditional Arabic grammar books (e.g. Dahdah

1987; Dahdah 1993; Wright 1996; Al-Ghalayyni 2005; Ryding 2005; ALECSO

2008). Arabic language scholars classify Arabic words into three main part-of-speech

categories: namely nouns, verbs and particles. Khoja’s tag set added categories of

Figure 14. Sample of tagged non-vowelized newspaper text using the SALMA Tag Set.
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punctuation marks and residuals. The punctuation marks used in Arabic are

( ). Others (residuals) include other non-Arabic words appearing in the

text such as currency, numbers or words in other languages. Figure 15 lists the

attributes of the main part-of-speech category, which occupies the first character in the

tag string.

4.2 Part-of-speech subcategories of noun

A noun is defined as a word that has complete meaning and no tense associated with it.

The Arabic concept of complete meaning corresponds approximately to content words

except that it also includes pronouns. Traditional Arabic grammar uses the concept of

meaning to separate nouns and verbs from particles. This is roughly equivalent to

content vs. function or lexical vs. grammatical in contemporary lexical terminology.

This is not an exact correspondence since pronouns – a grammatical category – are a

sub class of nouns. Arabic linguists distinguish many kinds of nouns. According

to Dahdah (1987) nouns are classified into 21 kinds. Other classifications overlap.

We classified nouns into 34 different types. Table 4 shows the 34 different types

of nouns and examples of each type. Figure 16 shows the classification attributes of

the noun part-of-speech category, which occupies the second character in the tag

string.

4.3 Morphological feature of gender

Arabic classifies nouns according to gender into three classes:16 nouns which are only

masculine ( ) mudakkar, nouns which are only feminine ( ) mu’annat, and nouns

which are both masculine and feminine (common gender or neuter gender)

( ) mudakkar ’aw mu’annat such as milH ‘salt’, and rūH ‘spirit’

(Wright 1996). Figure 17 shows the morphological feature of gender subcategories.

Table 5 lists the 3 subcategories, with examples of masculine, feminine and common

Figure 15. Main part-of-speech category attributes and letters used to represent them at

position 1.
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Table 4. Noun types as classified by Arabic grammar scholars.
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gender words. The morphological feature of gender is represented at position 7 in

the tag string.

Morphologically the masculine form shows the simplest and most basic shape (word

structure), whereas feminine nouns usually have a suffix that marks their gender. On

the other hand, semantically, nouns are arbitrarily classified into masculine or

feminine, except where a noun refers to a human being or other creature, when it

normally conforms to natural gender (Ryding 2005). Therefore, we can distinguish

between two types of the morphological feature of gender that nouns can indicate:

semantic gender and morphological gender. Semantic gender occurs where nouns

indicate the natural gender of a human being or animal (male or female) or figurative

gender for things that do not have natural gender. Morphological gender is defined by

the noun being in its simplest form or by containing a feminine suffix attached to it.

Discussion of the detailed classification of the morphological feature of gender into

morphological gender and semantic gender is beyond the scope of this paper; we hope

to present this in a later paper.

4.4 The morphological feature of unaugmented and augmented

Arabic verbs have roots consisting of three or four letters. From these roots many verbs

can be derived by following certain patterns. There are many patterns for Arabic verbs.

The standard way of determining the pattern of a verb is to refer to an Arabic lexicon

or dictionary. Nonetheless, Arabic linguists have constructed general rules to extract

these patterns. Verbs have two basic patterns consisting of three or four letters

fa‘ala and fa‘lala respectively. Any verb derived following these two patterns is

called an unaugmented verb ( ) fi‘l muğarrad. From fa‘ala, the basic triliteral

pattern, 10 more patterns can be derived, and from fa‘lala, the basic quadriliteral

pattern, 3 more patterns can be derived. These new patterns are derived by adding one,

two or three letters to the basic patterns or by duplicating the second letter ‘ayn of

the basic pattern. The group of letters that are added to the basic patterns to produce

the other 13 patterns are , , , , , , , , , (ā, ’ , t, s, l, m, n , h, w, y)
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that combine with the word sa’altumūn~hā ‘you (second person, plural) asked

me it (feminine, singular)’ (Dahdah 1987; Dahdah 1993; Al-Ghalayyni 2005).

Unagmented declinable nouns are either triliteral tulāt~ such as Hağr
‘stone’, quadriliteral rubā‘~ such as ğa‘far ‘male proper name’, or

quinquiliteral humās~ such as safarğal ‘quince [kind of fruit]’. A noun

which consists of more than five letters is an augmented noun. A noun can be

augmented by one letter maz~d bi Harf such as HiYān ‘horse’ (augmented

by ā ) and qind~l ‘light’ (augmented by ı̄ ), augmented by two letters

maz~d bi Harfayn such as miYbāH ‘lamp’ (augmented by m and ā ), augmented by

three letters maz~d bi talātati ’aHruf such as ’in_ilāq ‘starting’

(augmented by ā , n and ā ) and ’iHranğām ‘crowded’ (augmented by ā , n and ā ),

Figure 16. The classification attributes of noun part-of-speech subcategories with letter at

position 2.
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or augmented by four letters maz~d bi ’arba‘ati ’aHruf such as

’isti�gfār ‘asking for forgiveness’ (augmented by ā s t , and ā ).

Table 6 shows examples of the 5 Unaugmented and Augmented category attributes.

Figure 18 shows the 5 attributes of the Unaugmented and Augmented category,

represented at position 19 in the tag string.

5. Evaluation

Two ways to validate the SALMA Tag Set of Arabic are: one, to propose it as a

standard to the Arabic language computing community and have the standard adopted

by others; two, to see how readily it can be applied to a sample of Arabic text, for

example by mapping from an existing tagged corpus to the SALMA tag set.

Figure 17. Arabic classification of nouns according to gender, with letter at position 7.

Table 5. Examples of gender category attributes for nouns, verbs, adjectives and pronouns.
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The SALMA – Tag Set has been used in the SALMA – Tagger (Sawalha Atwell

Leeds Morphological Analysis – Tagger). It is used as the standard for specifying the

word’s morphemes and for encoding the morphological features of each morpheme

(Sawalha & Atwell 2009b; Sawalha & Atwell 2009a). The SALMA – Tag Set has been

published online (http://www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/sawalha/tagset.html) and has been

Figure 18. The Unaugmented and Augmented category attributes, with letter at position 19.

Table 6. Examples of Unaugmented and Augmented category attributes.
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adopted as a standard by other Arabic language computing researchers. For instance,

part of the tag set is also used in the Arabic morphological analyzer and part-of-speech

tagger Qutuf (Altabbaa, Al-Zaraee & Shukairy 2010). Qutuf uses the main part-

of-speech, the subcategories of nouns, the subcategories of verbs named as verb

aspects, the subcategories of particles and the morphological features of gender,

number, person, case or mood, definiteness, voice, transitivity, and part of the

declension and conjugation category named as perfectness. Qutuf does not use the

SALMA – Tag format. Rather it uses a tag consisting of slots for each feature

separated by a comma. Another re-use of the SALMA – Tag Set has been reported as

a standard for evaluating Arabic morphological analyzers, and for building a Gold

Standard for evaluating Arabic morphological analyzers and part-of-speech taggers

(Hamada 2010).

Our second method for evaluating the SALMA – Tag Set is to apply it to a sample

of Arabic text, by mapping from an existing broad tag set to the more fine-grained

SALMA – Tag Set. We used the Quranic Arabic Corpus morphological annotation of

a sample text, chapter 29, consisting of about 1,000 words. We developed an automated

mapping algorithm to map the Quranic Arabic Corpus morphological tags to our

SALMA – Tags. After that, the automatically mapped morphological features tags

were manually verified and corrected to provide a new fine-grain Gold Standard for

evaluating Arabic morphological analyzers and part-of-speech taggers.

The mapping from the Quranic Arabic Corpus morphological tag set to the

SALMA – Tag Set was done by the following five-step procedure. First, mapping

classical to modern character-set: the Quranic Arabic Corpus uses the classical

Othmani script of the Qur’an (77,430 words) which was mapped to the Modern

Standard Arabic (MSA) script (77,797 words). This was achieved by applying one-to-

one mapping except for some cases where one word in Othmani script is mapped to

two words in MSA such as the word yāmūsā ‘O Musa “Moses”!’. In Othmani

script this is one word but it is written as two words in MSA script: yā mūsā.

Second, splitting whole-word tags into morpheme-tags: the morphological tag in the

Quranic Arabic Corpus is a whole-word tag, composed by combining the prefix with

the stem and suffix morphological tags, separated by (+ ) signs. The words and their

morphological tags were automatically divided into morphemes and morphemes tags.

Third, mapping of feature-labels: the mnemonics of the Quranic Arabic Corpus tags

were mapped to their equivalent in the SALMA – Tag Set. Then, SALMA – Tag Set

templates were applied to specify the applicable and non-applicable morphological

features of the analyzed morpheme. Fourth, adjustments to morpheme tokenization:

due the differences between the underlying word tokenization model used in the

Quranic Arabic Corpus and the one required for the SALMA – Tag Set, we replaced

the mapped tags of the prefixes and suffixes with SALMA tags by matching them to

the clitics and affixes lists used by the SALMA – Tagger (Sawalha & Atwell 2009a;

Sawalha & Atwell 2010). Fifth, extrapolation of missing fine-grain features: for

these morphological features which are not included in the Quranic Arabic Corpus

tag set, automatic ‘feature-prediction’ procedures applied linguistic knowledge

extracted from traditional Arabic grammar textbooks, encoded as a computational
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rule-based system, to automatically predict the values of the missing morphological

features of the word. Finally, the mapped SALMA tags were manually proofread and

corrected by an Arabic language expert. The result is a sample Gold Standard

annotated corpus for evaluating morphological analyzers and part-of-speech taggers for

Arabic text.

Figure 19 shows examples of mapping from the Quranic Arabic Corpus tags to

SALMA – tags, at various stages of processing: results after applying steps 1 to 4, the

results after applying step 5, and the results after manually proofreading and correcting

the tags. Figure 20 shows the percentage of cases mapped correctly for each

morphological feature after applying steps 1 to 4, step 5, and the percentage of cases

corrected manually for each category. Individual features required varying amounts of

manual correction, ranging from Punctuation and Verb Root features which were

predicted with 0% error rate, to 37.26% error rate in predicting Case and Mood

Marks. Overall, 53.5% of whole tags needed some correction in the final proofreading

Figure 19. A sample of the Quranic Arabic Corpus tags and their mapped SALMA tags after

applying the mapping procedure steps 1–4, step 5 and manually correcting the tags.
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stage; however, many of these corrections were very minor such as replacing ‘?’

(unknown) with ‘-’ (not applicable). The use of 22 morphological feature categories for

each morpheme is bound to increase the potential for making annotation mistakes;

however, this result demonstrates that the SALMA – Tag Set can feasibly be used to

annotate Arabic text corpora with rich morphological information, appropriate to the

rich morphology of Arabic.

6. Conclusions

A range of Arabic Part-of-Speech taggers exist, each with a different tag set; we

have illustrated and compared some of these, and this suggests the need for a common

standard to simplify and promote comparisons and sharing of resources. We review

generic design criteria for corpus tag sets, and see that some of these principles

have been applied in existing tag sets; but there is still room for improvement, in

the design of a standard tag set for Arabic Part-of-Speech taggers and tagged

corpora. The SALMA – Tag Set captures long-established traditional morphological

features of Arabic, in a compact yet transparent notation. A tag consists of

22 characters; each position represents a feature and the letter at that location

represents a value or attribute of the morphological feature; the dash ‘-’ represents

Figure 20. The percentage of each morphological feature mapped after applying steps 1 to 4,

step 5, and the percentage of errors corrected in final proofreading for each category.
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a feature not relevant to a given word. The SALMA – Tag Set is not tied to a specific

tagging algorithm or theory, and other tag sets could be mapped onto this standard, to

simplify and promote comparisons between and reuse of Arabic taggers and tagged

corpora.

The SALMA – Tag Set has been validated in two ways. First, it was validated by

proposing it as a standard to Arabic language computing community, and has been

adopted in Arabic language processing systems. The SALMA – Tag Set has been used

in the SALMA – Tagger to encode the morphological features of each morpheme

(Sawalha & Atwell 2009a; Sawalha & Atwell 2010). Parts of The SALMA – Tag Set

were also used in the Arabic morphological analyzer and part-of-speech tagger Qutuf

(Altabbaa et al. 2010). Moreover, the SALMA – Tag Set has been reported as a

standard for evaluating morphological analyzers for Arabic text and for building a gold

standard for evaluating morphological analyzers and part-of-speech taggers for Arabic

text (Hamada 2010).

Second, we presented an empirical approach to evaluating the SALMA – Tag Set

of Arabic, showing that it can be applied to an Arabic text corpus, by mapping from an

existing tag set to the SALMA – Tag Set. The morphological tags of a 1,000-word test

text, chapter 29 of the Quranic Arabic Corpus, were automatically mapped to SALMA

tags. Then, the mapped tags were proofread and corrected. The result of mapping and

correction of the SALMA – tagging of this corpus is a new Gold Standard for

evaluating Arabic morphological analyzers and part-of-speech taggers with a detailed

fine-grain description of the morphological features of each morpheme, encoded using

SALMA tags.

We invite other Arabic language computing researchers to take up the

SALMA – Tag Set and Gold Standard tagged corpus, to promote comparability

and interoperability of Arabic morphological analysers and Part-of-Speech taggers.

Appendix – A The SALMA Tag Set for Arabic text

Table A.1. SALMA Tag Set categories.
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Table A.2. Main part-of-speech category attributes and tags at position 1.

Table A.3. Part-of-Speech subcategories of Noun attributes and their tags at position 2.
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As

Day

‘Hitter’

‘Tall’

‘Office’

tuffah

basmalah ‘Bismallah’

‘Start time’
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Table A.4. Part-of-Speech subcategory of verb attributes and their tags at position 3.

Table A.5. Part-of-speech subcategories of Particles attributes and their tags at position 4.

‘Till’

‘Will’

‘Swear’

‘Would’

‘Careful’

‘Emphasis’

‘Similar’

‘Already or
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Table A.6. Part-of-speech subcategories of Other (Residuals) attributes and their tags at

position 5.

Table A.7. Part-of-speech subcategories of Punctuation Marks attributes and their tags at

position 6.
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Table A.8. Morphological feature of Gender attributes and their tags at position 7.

Table A.9. Morphological feature of Number attributes and their tags at position 8.

Table A.10. Morphological feature of Person category attributes and their tags at position 9.
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Table A.11. The morphological feature category of Inflectional Morphology attributes and their

tags at position 10.

Table A.12. The morphological feature of Case or Mood category attributes and their tags at

position 11.

Table A.13. The morphological feature category of Case and Mood Marks attributes and tags at

position 12.
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Table A.14. The morphological feature of Definiteness category attributes and their tags at

position 13.

Table A.15. The morphological feature of Voice category attributes and their tags at

position 14.

It

Table A.16. The morphological feature of Emphasized and Non-emphasized category

attributes and their tags at position 15.
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Table A.17. The morphological feature of Transitivity category attributes and their tags at

position 16.

Table A.18. Morphological feature category of Rational attributes and their tags at position 17.

‘Read’

‘Bark’

Table A.19. The morphological feature of Declension and Conjugation category attributes and

their tags at position 18.

‘Him’

‘Be happy’

‘Scream’

‘Suppose’

‘He is’
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Table A.20. The morphological feature of Unaugmented and Augmented category attributes

and their tags at position 19.

‘Wrote’

‘Wrote’

‘Registered’

Table A.21. The morphological feature of Number of Root Letters category attributes and their

tags at position 20.

‘Wrote’

‘Rolled’

‘Chrysolite’

Table A.22. The morphological feature of Verb Root category attributes and their tags at

position 21.
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Notes

1. We would like to thank all the participants of the workshop of morphological analyzer

experts for Arabic language, organized by the Arab League Educational, Cultural and

Scientific Organization (ALECSO), King Abdul Aziz City for Science and Technology

(KACST) and the Arabic Language Academy, Damascus, Syria, 26–28 April 2009,

for their suggestions and agreement on the classification of morphological features of

Arabic words. We want to thank Mr. Marwan Al-Bawab (Member of the Arabic

Table A.23. The morphological feature of Noun Finals category attributes and their tags at

position 22.

‘Mountain’

‘River’

‘Bucket’

‘Glad tidings’

‘Hall’

‘Sky’

‘The’

‘Year’‘Hand’,

Language’.
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Language Academy in Damascus, Syria), for his valuable advice and comments on

designing the SALMA – Tag Set of Arabic to ensure that it adheres to traditional Arabic

grammar.

We would like to thank Professor James Dickins, Head of Arabic and Middle Eastern

Studies, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK, for standardizing the English translations of

Arabic grammar terms in this paper, and for his efforts in reviewing the paper.

2. http://acopost.sourceforge.net/

3. http://l2r.cs.uiuc.edu/�cogcomp/asoftware.php?skey=POS

4. http://l2r.cs.uiuc.edu/�cogcomp/asoftware.php?skey=FLBJPOS

5. http://www.nltk.org/

6. http://opencog.org/wiki/RelEx

7. http://nlp.ipipan.waw.pl/Spejd/

8. http://beta.visl.sdu.dk/cg3.html

9. Automatic Mapping Among Lexico-Grammatical Annotation Models (AMALGAM)

http://www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/amalgam/amalgam/amalghome.htm

10. http://www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/eric/latifa/arabic_corpora.htm

11. LDC Arabic POS tagging documentation http://www.ircs.upenn.edu/arabic/

Jan03release/POS-info.txt

12. MorphoChallenge 2009 Qur’an Gold Standard http://www.cis.hut.fi/morphochallenge2009/

datasets.shtml

13. EAGLES Recommendations for the Morphosyntactic Annotation of Corpora.

EAGLES document EAG-TCWG-MAC/R. http://www.ilc.cnr.it/EAGLES96/pub/

eagles/corpora/annotate.ps.gz

14. http://www.ircs.upenn.edu/arabic/pos.html

15. The Annotation Manual of the SALMA Tag Set for Arabic http://www.comp.

leeds.ac.uk/sawalha/tagset.html

16. According to Wright’s (1986) classifications. Ryding (2005) classifies nouns according to

gender into two classes: masculine and feminine, and the ‘dual gender noun’ is mentioned in a

footnote on page 119.

17. Recently the word n�a’ib is being used for both masculine and feminine as the regular

feminine form of this word n�a’ibah means ‘disaster’ which is not suitable to indicate

feminine parliament member.
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